
Hafiz Mohsin Amjad
Full Stack Software Engineer
Experienced Full Stack Engineer with a demonstrated history of working in the information technology and services
industry. Skilled in Node.js, Express.js, Vue.js and React.js development. Significant working experience in building
applications using microservices architecture. Strong engineering professional with a BS focused in Computer Science.

mohsinamjad51@gmail.com +92 3444141121 Lahore, Pakistan

WORK EXPERIENCE (3+ YEARS)

Full Stack Software Engineer
INTECH Process Automation
06/2020 - Present, Lahore

Working on Industry 4.0 applications which help customers
to address operational optimization and performance
challenges in various industries globally.

Working on both frontend (React.js,mobx) and backend
(Node.js,Express.js,Graphql) tools including typescript.

Migrated large database from prisma v1 types to prisma v2
models, added ETL layer for file handling in graphql and
implemented cache invalidation in apollo client.

Full Stack JavaScript Developer
UNIT23
10/2017 - 06/2020, Lahore

Worked on multiple applications including e-commerce and
Schedulingplus application which provides services for easy
maintenance of employee's time schedules, tasks,
paychecks, holidays, leaves, positions, payroll etc.

Worked on both frontend (Vue.js, Vuex, React.js) and
backend (Node.js, Express.js, Mysql ) tools.

Worked on design, implementation and deployment of
new features for both web and mobile apps.

Manage and upgrade android releases for mobile apps
which is built in react-native.

Implemented CI/CD for schedulingplus using jenkins
pipeline, helped in dockerizing the application so it can run
in microservices arhitecture and migrated our
development and staging environment to kubernetes
cluster using kops and helm.

EDUCATION

B.Sc in Computer Science (BSCS)
University of the Pubjab, PUCIT
2013 - 2017, CGPA 3.25

FSC Pre Engineering
Punjab College
2011 - 2013, Grade A

Matriculation
Times Senior School
2009 - 2011, Grade A+

TECHNICAL SKILLS

JavaScript TypeScript Node.js

Express.js Vue.js/Vuex React.js/Redux

Mysql Graphql PostgreSQL

Sequelize/Prisma Git Docker

Kubernetes Jenkins AWS Bash

Kops Helm

HONOR AWARDS
Received certificate of principal's honor list
 (2014)
University of the Punjab, PUCIT

LANGUAGES
English
Professional Working Proficiency

Urdu
Native or Bilingual Proficiency

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

Ability To learn quickly coupled with
innovative ideas for problem solving.

Ability to work in a team with strong
communication skills.

Hardworking and sincere towards work with
an ability to take directions.

Excellent programming and analytical abilities

INTERESTS

Technical Blogs Gaming

Movies & TV Shows Football

Artificial Intelligence Tourism

Achievements/Tasks

Achievements/Tasks

mailto:mohsinamjad51@gmail.com

